
ANGELA RETURNS HONEST AND FULL OF EMOTIONS 

SONGS "NA ZAWSZE" 
A love that will overcome all problems and a strong beat, or vibe 

perfect for the upcoming fall! 

 

 
 

Information for publication 

 

"Na zawsze" is a new song by Angela, which is accompanied by strong beats and love 

The premises puts listeners in an amazing autumn vibe. It is a very important fact 

preparing a song based on a real report, which makes it more authentic i 

honesty. Let me delve into this amazing story and find your arguments 

that nothing is impossible when you are together. 

 

Angela's new single is a story about two people who, thanks to their love 

they are able to overcome all problems. It is a kind of recipe for 

a relationship in which we motivate each other and pursue goals together regardless of what obstacles 

holding us back. "What is bad dies in plans because I'm not alone" - that's it 

really the essence of the whole song, saying that any obstacle is nothing when 

we have the right person with us who supports us, mobilizes us and makes us feel comfortable stronger. 



 

“The song is about the love of two people who can overcome any problems and 

such standard and non-standard kilometers, for example, and go forward together 

they support and exert good energy on themselves, which motivates them not only to fulfillment 

common goals, but also your own. For me, the song is especially important because it is based on a true 

account. " - explains the Artist. 

 

Musically, the track has heavy sounds with a clear strong beat. Suitable 

it is a song with an amazing atmosphere, like from a movie romance. From the very first bars feel the 

seriousness, which is to emphasize the important message of the song, to be in a relationship, thanks to 

whom we become better and anything is possible for us. 

 

The music video was shot in Warsaw, to which Angela has a great fondness and 

loves to spend time there. The romantic atmosphere takes its toll here, as the photos took place in the 

evening hours, and the scenes from the bathtub add to this sensual vibe even more. The whole 

recording is a harmonious result of the artist's and cameraman's mix of ideas, thanks why her role is 

very authentic. 

  

Angela is 23 years old and lives in Bielsko-Biała. When it comes to music, apart from the solo ones 

sings also in choir activities, has completed a vocal trainer course as well 

studies at the Bielski Studio Piosenki. The artist actively participates in many competitions 

vocal and choral endeavors. To the greater choral achievements of the Artist z 

There should definitely be a performance for Queen Elizabeth II on her Platinum Jubilee, co 

only emphasizes what vocal he has. In addition, he also gives charity, 

both alone and in choir. Music is her whole life, because hers 

She wrote her first songs at the age of 13, and before that she loved to dance and sing. 

 

Angela's social media: 

Instagram: angelaziomalka 

Facebook: Angelika Piznal 

 


